Research in the Real World - Business Transactions

Databases

Bloomberg Law [www.bloomberglaw.com]: Transactional resources available including drafting guides, checklists, timelines and legal treatises.

Access to legal treatises by Bloomberg BNA. Example: Covenants Not to Compete: A State by State Survey.

CCH IntelliConnect: Provides access to a number of databases on Antitrust & Trade Regulation, Computer and Internet, Corporate Governance, Intellectual Property, Securities, and other business law topics.


CEB: Electronic access provided to the most popular CEB practice titles, reporters and Action Guides. Regular updating included, fully searchable, with links to cases, statutes.

Lexis Advance: Lexis Practice Advisor provides guidance and information on transactions including sample forms and agreements. Currently offers 9 modules including "Mergers and Acquisitions" and "California Business and Commercial". Lexis Advance offers Matthew Bender products including California Legal Forms: Transaction Guide.

RIA Checkpoint: Full-text federal and state tax resources including cases, statutes, Internal Revenue Code, tax regulations, IRS revenue and letter rulings, Tax Court procedures, tax alerts, tax journals, recent, pending and past legislation and U.S. Tax Treaties in Force.

WestlawNext: Offers access to Practical Law, a corporate and mergers and acquisitions resource that focuses on transactional law. May browse by topic, research type and jurisdiction. Westlaw provides access to many transactional treatises including West's Legal Forms.

Selected Specialty Treatises

Cavitch, Zolman. Business Organizations with Tax Planning. (Matthew Bender, 1997-).

Lexis: MATBEN: BUSORG

Mergers, Acquisitions and Buyouts edited by Ginsburg and Levin (Little Brown, 1995-). KF 6499,M4,M47

CCH IntelliConnect

Model Joint Venture Agreement with Commentary (ABA Section of Business Law, 2006) KF1380.5 M63 2006

Rubenstein, William, Newberg on Class Actions, (Thomson/West, 2011-). Westlaw: CLASSACT
### Selected California Treatises


*California Marital Settlement and Other Family Law Agreements,* (CEB, 2005).


*Drafting Employment Documents for California Employers* (CEB 2011)


*Sales and Mergers of California Businesses,* (CEB, 2002).

### General Formbooks


*Nichols Cyclopedia of Legal Forms, 2d ed.* (Thomson/West, 1936) Westlaw: NICHOLS-LF

Rabkin & Johnson, *Current Legal Forms, with Tax Analysis* (Matthew Bender, 1948) Lexis: MATBEN; CLFTA
